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A practical larder that opens smoothly
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The entire mechanism pulls out of the cupboard automatically
when the door is opened. All components are linked in a
smooth flowing opening movement, and the mechanism
comes to a cushioned stop.
The shelves can be mounted on the tubular frame in a
variety of ways. The mechanism can be used with standard
hinges and mounted on either the right or the left.
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1 / Moves lightly and easily
2/ Flexible and easy to assemble
3/ Cushioned extension runner
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ergonomic storage features

BeauDH�
For cabinet width 450mm
412 / 418 mm
B = Unit Width
T = Interior Depth

500 mm

H = Interior Height

1900 mm

For cabinet width 600mm
B = Unit Width
562 / 568 mm
T = Interior Depth

500 mm

H = Interior Height

1900 mm

Pleno
* The whole mechanism moves smoothly and gently
* The upper slide-out system is discreetly attached to the underside
of the highest shelf.
* Flexible and easy to assemble.
* The whole system is based on the shortest tubular frame,
which can be extended to medium or full height with slide-on
frame extensions.
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Accessories for Pleno

Hochshrank Pleno Larder Pull-out 1900 (White)
* Opening: 110'
* Loading capacity: 80kg
* Set includes:
1 main frame
1 frame top 1900
5 Libell clip-on shelves
1 set of door connections
1 lower slide, including Softstopp (for Opening)
1 upper slide

Non-Slip Mat
* For the Libell clip-on shelf for Hochschrank Pleno
* Easy to remove for cleaning
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Optional Item:
Shelf Divider (White)
* Can be attached to the shelf (base or side) Or the non-slip mat.
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An excellent overview of the larder
With their abundant storage space and clear, linear design,
Libell shelves form an integrated whole with frames and
slide-out systems.
Their closed bases prevent stored items from falling out,
while their rounded shape ensures that every last inch of
space is put to good use.
Magnetic dividers can be used as a simple, flexible way of
further organising the storage space.
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1/ Lots of storage space.
2/ Easy to attach to the tubular
frame.
3/ Curved corners for effortless
cleaning.
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ergonomic storage features

BeauDH�
B = Unit Width

300mm I 400mm

T = Interior Depth

500mm

H = Interior Height

1600 - 2000 mm

400mm Libell Larder
* Optimal use of storage space, down to the very last inch.
* Shelves and frame form an integrated whole.
* Easy to attach to the tubular frame.
* The shelves rounded shape and curved corners make them easy to clean.

Accessories for Clickfixx Libell Larder
Height-adjustable tubular frame

Front Bracket (White)

For Full-extension runner Compact

For Tubular Frame

Synchro

* With ClickFixx connection
& 3-dimensional
adjustment

* Includes ClickFixx / quick assembly
Surface

Depth

Height

White

495

1600 - 2000

lx
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Libell clip-on shelf

Non-Slip Mat

To clip onto the tubular frame

For the Libell clip-on shelf

* Surface: White

* Easy to remove for
cleaning

Width

Depth

Height

250

470

92

350

470

92

Full-extension runner

Front stabiliser

Compact Synchro (White)

Boosts the stability of the
front panel (a bracket is
placed over the tubular
frame and affixed to
the front panel)

For fixed or height-adjustable tubular
frames
* Includes Softstopp & Softstopp Plus
* loading capacity: 120kg
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Beau[JH�
B = Unit Width

150 mm

T = Interior Depth

500 mm

H = Interior Height

1600 - 2000 mm

150mm Larder
* Libell clip-on elements are now also available for larder units with a width
from 150mm.
* The thin-walled shelves allow a perfect use of space, especially in narrow units.
* Non-slip mats and magnetic dividers are available as an option.

Accessories for 150mm Larder
Front Bracket - 150mm
(White)

Height-adjustable tubular frame
(White)
For Full-extension runner Compact
Synchro
* Includes ClickFixx / quick assembly
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Surface

Depth

Height

White

495

1600 - 2000

.
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For Tubular Frame
* With ClickFixx connection
& 3-dimensional adjustment

Libell clip-on shelf (White)

Non-Slip Mat - White

To clip onto the tubular frame

For the Libell clip-on shelf
* Easy to remove for cleaning

Width

Depth

Height

100

470

92

Single-Extension Runner
(White)
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For fixed or height-adjustable tubular
frames
* loading capacity: 100kg

ergonomic storage features

BeauDH�
B = Unit Width
T = Interior Depth
H = Interior Height
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1600 - 2000 mm

400mm Larder

* Assembly without any need for tools.
* Easy to attach to the tubular frame.

Accessories for Clickfixx Larder
Height-adjustable tubular frame

Front Bracket

For Full-extension runner Compact
Synchro
* Includes ClickFixx / quick assembly

For Tubular Frame
* With ClickFixx connection
& 3-dimensional
adjustment
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Surface

Depth

Height

Silver

495

1600 - 2000

r

lx

Clip-on basket Standard

Front stabiliser

To clip onto the tubular frame
* Surface: Silver

Boosts the stability of the
front panel (a bracket is
placed over the tubular
frame and affixed to
the front panel}

Width

Depth

Height

350

468

75

lx

Full-extension runner
Compact Synchro

For fixed or height-adjustable tubular
frames
* Includes Softstopp & Softstopp Plus
* loading capacity: 120kg
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B = Unit Width
T = Interior Depth
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H = Interior Height
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Wooden Larder Box
* Larder system for wooden cabinets offers high flexibility in the kitchen,
bathroom and other parts of the home.
* Can be - Medicine cabinets
- Showcases
-Wardrobes
- Under staircases
- Audio And/or video pull-outs

Accessories for Wooden Larder Box
Full-extension runner for Hochschrank Box
* For wooden cabinets
Surface

Depth

Height

White

490

128

Zinc Plate

800

128

Zinz Plate

1000

128

* Load capacity: 150kg = 390 - 600mm depth
* Load capacity: 120kg = 700 - 1000mm depth

For use throughout th home

Softstopp can be retrofitted
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